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About This Game

We are working on a VR workshop which is connected to the physical fabrication factories. Currently we are able to produce
the real object out from your making on woodturning lathe in CRAFT.

key Features

Exploration of VR workshop. Gain the knowledge about various craftsmanship

Craftsmanship Achievement Unlocked (Under Development)

Gain the immersive experience of tools, workmanship and crafts etc.

Create freely in the VR world. Get creative and have fun

Turn you VR making into a real object via digital fabrication (Under Test)
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Full Disclosure Desert Owl owns Pox Nora therefore I auto purchased this game with the intent to give them 10\/10 review and
possibly encourage another sale or two.

Happy to say (and suprised) that I like the game enough to say it's worthy of purchase all by it's self. It's a nice little
puzzle\/coffee break game. It's in fact a more colorful and far more enjoyable version of "Snake" which isn't all that exciting in
and of itself. However there's something to be said for keeping it simple and sticking with what works. It's bright, challenging,
and the core premise taken right from the of the original Snake's core and only mechanic is still enjoyable.

It's not groundbreaking but again Pox Nora so.........10\/10!!!!! MUST BUY. P2W trash. Works on windows 10 thanks to
receant update!!! I played years ago and got 1 shotted by a credit card user with glowing gear. Graphics are decent. Game is
dying due to the patches that add more P2W garbage. They will pull the plug on this disaster ^_^ They are selling the game
again to an even worse publisher expect NO MORE PATCHES JUST P2W TOP UP♥♥♥♥♥. Cute short game, has
checkpoints and enemies that won't stay there after your death.
Removing the anger inducing elements and leaving only the platform difficulty.

In otherwords....
A smooth, platform game and a calming experience for me.

A nice game for a short time to pass by.

18 minutes for me. :3. Great game. It's like Puzzle Quest but with cards instead of gems. And I don't know a thing about playing
cards. So you can imagine how fun it is for me.
The graphics are simple but cool, and add to the atmosphere of the game. The
sound and music are pretty good also.
But there is something I hope they'll fix in future updates. Because it starts off pretty easy (obviously), but the difficulty ramps
up quite quickly (after about 10 fights). And it's not just based on skill but luck as well. So there are times when you have to
refight enemies 5-6 times in a row. Only downside to an otherwise excellent game.

[Rating: 77/100]. A franchise filled with bugs and poorly balanced patches since 2012.

Yet I can't stop playing the♥♥♥♥♥♥outta all of them.

Help me GOD!
. I like the idea of this game but they should invest more to make it great. 7/10. dont even waste your money in this useless
game. This game is dont even finish control suck .. all i get is lag gameplay (random)... Gameplay Here!

http:\/\/youtu.be\/uT1qAvBYY68. The good:
* Quite scarry. It should be.
* lots of different guns to choose from (though, you have to unlock them and this may not be possible - see below)

The bad:
* Wave game where when you complete a wave, you can upgrade your equipment and buy new weapons. I've played only twice,
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but noticed the second time I played it did not keep my progress of unlocking new weapons.
* Something is up with the hitboxes. I could be an arms length away from a zombie, and fire 2 full clips at it, missing every
time. Kinda frustrating in a wave game.

I will keep an eye on the updates, and if at lease the saving progress item changes, I'll reverse my recommendation. Maybe I'm
just a terrible shot :). Helo yes I am like the good game yes I beat it 2 tiem or 3? and it fun and god but I have 2 proble m

1:: pls give option for less particl es becuz it make my cumputer cry snd it go very sloww

  2
please make propper windowed mode because gam is of-set on my screen and it's annoy

I enurstand the DEEP AND SYMBOLIC meaning behing the'se mechanic but they♥♥♥♥♥♥ Please fix it thank. I find it really
interesting and well made escape the room game, the puzzles and level are really fun.

Since this is an Early Acess, I expect that the developers will improve the Vive controls with more motion control and
roomscale. I'm really looking forward to new levels too!
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So many negative reactions here from people who had absolutely no reason to purchase Train Simulator in the first place. If
trains and railroads don't interest you in some way in real life, then why buy a train simulator?

Train Simulator is for a very small group of people who really enjoy and share a hobby, this is not just some PC game for them.
Many of us even have special train controllers, ultra-wide or multiple screens, TrackIR, etc... it's very much like the people who
are really into flight simulators, just with trains.

A regular gamer doesn't understand the amount of DLC for Train Simulator either. Those who are into Train Simulator only
select the DLC of trains, eras and countries that interest them. Almost nobody is interested in all the DLC, everyone has their
own preferences, a lot of this depends on what kind of trains they like in real life. The DLC are the actual ''simulators'', they're
kind of like ''separate games'' and Train Simulator is just the software they all run on.

The name confuses people too, Train Simulator 2019. Train Simulator (Railworks) was developed many years ago. Every year
they make some changes to it, but it's always the same software. The 2019 version is the first where you can play on 64-bit
instead of 32-bit, so that the program can use more memory.

Many people really enjoy TS2019, but if you're not interested in trains, then don't buy a Train Simulator. Because that doesn't
make much sense and many of your ''reviews'' just look silly.. Great and simple casual game.

+got trading card
+easy achievement
+cheap
+ADDITIVE!

Reccomended.. Meh. i mean it's alright but there are a lot of things not going for this game. The guns accuracy and movement
speed, the character animation just to name a few. Needs A LOT more work guys sorry.. Good wee title, Had fun fiding the
spells. Damn. Very well made. Kinda difficult, a couple puzzles transition strangely and aren't super intuitive, but VERY
polished and very creepy. Looking forward to full game!. Make no mistake, this is NOT a simulation. It's Mario Kart with
WWII airplanes; that being said, it's kinda fun. Doesn't take itself too brainnumbingly serious, like it's more recent successor.
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